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a b s t r a c t
Natural language compression has made great progress in the last
two decades. The main step in this evolution was the introduc-
tion of word-based compression by Moffat. Another improvement
came with so-called Dense codes, which proved to be very fast in
compression and decompression while keeping a good compres-
sion ratio and direct search capability. Many variants of the Dense
codes have beendescribed, each of themusing its owndefinition. In
this paper, we present a generalized concept of dense coding called
Open Dense Code (ODC), which aims to be a frame for the defini-
tion of many other dense code schemas. ODC underlines common
features of the dense code schemas but at the same time allows
one to express the divergences of each of them. Using the frame
of ODC, we present two new word-based statistical compression
algorithms based on the dense coding idea: Two Byte Dense Code
(TBDC) and Self-Tuning Dense Code (STDC). Our algorithms improve
the compression ratio and are considerate to smaller files, which
are very often omitted by other compressors.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The amount of information is rapidly increasing. Data compression helps us to reduce the twomost
expensive resources: the time needed to transmit data and the space needed to store data. Word-
based text compression is an approach of natural language text compression proposed by Moffat
in [14]. It belongs to the family of lossless data compression methods where the compression process
is fully reversible and the decompressed data is identical to the original data. Word-based algorithms
use words instead of characters as the symbols of the alphabet. This means that they work with
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larger units (words instead of characters) and they can exploit longer correlation in the text. Due to
working with these larger units, word-based algorithms are able to achieve better results in terms of
compression ratio but they have higher memory requirements. Word-based algorithms consider the
text like a strictly alternating sequence of words (string composed of alphanumeric characters) and
non-words (string composed of non-alphanumeric characters). This is a necessary condition for input
data because of the ability to split the data stream into single symbols.
The word-based approach takes advantage of the fact that words in a natural language are not
created as a random combination of the characters so thewords contain a possible coding redundancy
in the text. We can use this redundancy and implement context character-based compression
methods of the Markov model of higher order or we can eliminate the redundancy by moving our
approach from a character-based one to a word-based one. In fact the set of words related to a certain
context is very limited because of Heaps’ Law [13], which implies that we can easily eliminate the
redundancy when we represent the words in some more space-saving way than like a sequence of
characters. Following Zipf’s Law [22], we can see that the distribution of the words is biased, which
means that the words can be efficiently compressed using statistical compression methods.
The first word-based compression algorithm was presented i.a. by Moffat in [14]. It was word-
based Huffman code, which achieves a compression ratio of approximately 25%. Byte-oriented
versions of word-based Huffman code (Plain Huffman and Tagged Huffman) were described by Moura
in [17]. Byte orientation induces a small loss of compression ratio but significant improvement of
decompression speed while the decompressor can omit all the bit operations. Tagged Huffman in
addition marks the beginning of each codeword to allow direct searching on the compressed text.
The flag bit used for the marking means another small loss of compression ratio. Finally the evolution
of word-based compression algorithms led to the presentation of Dense codes by Brisaboa et al. in [5].
Dense codes are also byte oriented. They are easier to implement andmuch faster thanHuffman codes.
Moreover they keep the direct search capability. Many codes belonging to the so-called Dense code
family have been presented up to now.
In this paper we focus on the problem of the definition of Dense codes. Beside the description
of existing variants of Dense codes we define two new compression algorithms based on the dense
coding idea. Both of the algorithms are adaptive. This means that they can be used in real-time
transmission when the sender compresses the input already during the first pass and simultaneously
the receiver decompresses the data at the other end of the communication line. The adaptive
compressionmethods build the compressionmodel as the compression proceeds so it is not necessary
to send it.
This paper contributes by the following items. It presents Open Dense Code, a concept for the
definition of many different dense coding schemas. Further, two new adaptive dense compressors are
defined in the paper. These compressors beat the other dense compressors in terms of compression
ratio and are very considerate also to smaller files, which are very often omitted by other compressors.
One of the presented compressors, Two Byte Dense Code (TBDC), is also fundamental for the later
definition of Semi-adaptive Two Byte Dense Code (STDC), which is a block-oriented natural language
compressor proposed in [19].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work. We present the
idea of Open Dense Code in Section 3. Definitions of TBDC and STDC are presented in Sections 4 and
5. Our experiments are discussed in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we present our conclusions and
ideas for future work.
2. Related work
Statistical data compression methods are based on knowledge of the probability of each symbol.
The probability of a symbol is defined as the number of occurrences of the symbol. Suppose a
compressor and a decompressor that perform data compression and decompression respectively.
They consist of two basic modules: Model and Coder. In statistical compression methods the
Model module is responsible for collecting all necessary statistics and transforming them into the
compressionmodel. The Coder simply uses the compressionmodel to output a bit stream representing
the symbol.
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2.1. End-Tagged Dense Code
End-Tagged Dense Code (ETDC) is a word-based compression method proposed by Brisaboa et al.
in [1]. ETDC was designed to be very fast in both compression and decompression. In particular, the
fact that ETDC is byte oriented improves substantially the speed of compression and decompression.
Byte oriented means that the lowest coding unit is one byte. So the coder encodes each symbol as
a sequence of bytes instead of bits as is usual.
The idea of ETDC is very simple. TheModel module collects the frequency of each word. It uses this
information not to define the probability, but just to define the rank of each word. So the main issue
of the Model module is to store all words in descending order by their frequency.
The Coder module uses the rank information to output a codeword of each word. It assigns a
shorter codeword to a word of higher rank. The structure of the code is very simple again. The
codeword is represented as a sequence of blocks. The size of the block is usually eight, which ensures
the byte-oriented approach. A combination of all bits except the most important bit of each block
defines the rank of word. The most important bit is used to define whether the current block is the
last or not. This property ensures that the code is a prefix code, which is a necessary condition to
be unambiguously decodable. It brings still another advantage, that the semi-static version of ETDC
allows direct searching of the compressed data as the single codewords are easy recognizable. The
searched pattern is just compressed according to a dictionary and then any classical string matching
algorithm (such as the Boyer–Moore algorithm) is run. Only a small modification of the algorithm is
needed. The algorithm needs to check whether the highest bit of the preceding block is set to one, and
only then can it submit the hit.
Definition 1 ([1]). Given source symbols with decreasing probabilities {pi}0≤i<n, the corresponding
codeword using the End-Tagged Dense Code is formed by a sequence of symbols of b bits, all of them
representing digits in base 2b−1, except the last one, which has a value between 2b−1 and 2b − 1, and
the assignment is done in a sequential fashion.
The main goal of ETDC is to achieve substantially better compression ratio in comparison with
standard character-based algorithms while the compression and decompression times remain ap-
proximately the same. To achieve this goal it is necessary to use some efficient data structure to store
the compression model. Such a structure was proposed by Brisaboa et al. in [1] and is shown in Fig. 1.
The adaptive version of ETDC is called by the authors Dynamic End-Tagged Dense Code (DETDC)
[3,6]. Further in the text the acronym ETDC refers to the semi-adaptive version and the acronymDETDC
refers to the adaptive version of End-Tagged Dense Code.
2.1.1. DETDC: dictionary data structures
The dictionary data structure is formed of a hash table and other two arrays. The hash table is
composed of three arrays which are indexed by the hash value of each word. Array word stores the
textual representation of the word, and array posInVoc stores the pointer to the vocabulary, which
is in fact the rank of the word. Array freq stores the frequency of a given word. There are two other
arrays. The first array, top, is indexed by the frequency, and it stores the first position of some word of
given frequency in the vocabulary. The last is the posInHT array (vocabulary itself), which stores the
pointers to words sorted by decreasing frequency.
The point of the dictionary data structure is that the update operation can be performed very
quickly (in constant time) by swapping of the just occurred word with the top word of its original
frequency. The update function is described as Algorithm 1. Both the vocabulary data structure and
the update function are also used in our implementations (TBDC and STDC).
Example 1. Suppose we have a Dense code compressor reading Hamlet’s phrase ‘‘To be, or not to be:
that is the question’’. The state of the dictionary data structure before and after reading of the first word
‘be’ is depicted in Fig. 2. What happened is that the pointers of the word ‘be’ and the word ‘to’ (which
is the top word of given frequency) in arrays posInVoc and posInHT were swapped. Further, the top
pointer of the original frequency and the frequency itself were incremented.
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Fig. 1. Dictionary data structure.
Algorithm 1 Update dictionary algorithm
1: function UpdateDict(index)
2: posInVocInd ← posInVoc[index];
3: posInVocTop ← top[freq[index]];
4: posInHTInd ← index;
5: posInHTTop ← posInHT [top[freq[index]]];
6: posInVoc[posInHTInd] ← posInVocTop;
7: posInVoc[posInHTTop] ← posInVocInd;
8: posInHT [posInVocTop] ← posInHTInd;
9: posInHT [posInVocInd] ← posInHTTop;
10: top[freq[index]] ← top[freq[index]] + 1;
11: freq[index] ← freq[index] + 1;
(a) Before UpdateDict. (b) After UpdateDict.
Fig. 2. Dictionary: before and after the UpdateDict algorithm was run.
2.2. (s, c)-Dense Code
Another word-based compression method proposed by Brisaboa et al. in [2] is (s, c)-Dense Code
(SCDC). Themain drawback of ETDC is that it cannot adjust its coding schema to theword distribution
of compressed text (see Example 2). SCDC, unlike ETDC, does not use the most important bit of each
block to mark the end of the codeword. It distinguishes so-called stoppers and continuers: s stands for
the number of stoppers, c stands for the number of continuers and s+ c = 2b, where b is the size of the
block. The SCDC codeword is then designed as a sequence of zero or more continuers closed by one
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Table 1
ETDC, SCDC codewords.
Word rank Codeword assigned by ETDC Codeword assigned by SCDC
0 ⟨1000 0000⟩ ⟨0000 1100⟩
1 ⟨1000 0001⟩ ⟨0000 1101⟩
. . . . . . . . .
127 ⟨1111 1111⟩ ⟨1000 1011⟩
128 ⟨0000 0000⟩⟨1000 0000⟩ ⟨1000 1100⟩
. . . . . . . . .
243 ⟨0000 0000⟩⟨1111 0011⟩ ⟨1111 1111⟩
244 ⟨0000 0000⟩⟨1111 0100⟩ ⟨0000 0000⟩⟨0000 1100⟩
. . . . . . . . .
2999 ⟨0001 0110⟩⟨1011 0111⟩ ⟨0000 1011⟩⟨0101 0011⟩
stopper. SCDC is in fact generalization of ETDC as ETDC is (128, 128)-Dense Code. SCDC in [2] is exactly
defined as follows.
Definition 2 ([2]). Given source symbols with the decreasing probabilities {pi}0≤i<n an (s, c) stop-
cont code (where c and s are integers larger than zero) assigns to each source symbol i a unique target
code formed by a base-c digit sequence terminated by a digit between c and c + s− 1.
Example 2. Suppose we have a text file with 3000 unique words, each with some frequency fi.
Further, suppose we have two Dense code schemas: ETDC and SCDC with parameters s = 244 and
c = 256− s = 12. The codewords assigned to the unique words are shown in Table 1 (starting with
the word with the highest frequency).
We can see that SCDC is more flexible. Using parameters s and c , SCDC can adjust its coding schema
to the input data. In this example, SCDC compared to ETDC saves
243
i=128 fi bytes.
The adaptive version of SCDC is called by the authorsDynamic (s, c)-Dense Code (DSCDC) [6]. Further
in the text the acronym SCDC refers to the semi-adaptive version and the acronym DSCDC refers to
the adaptive version of Dynamic (s, c)-Dense Code. In the adaptive approach, the compressor processes
the input text, and when a newword occurs, a special escape symbol is transmitted followed by plain
text form of the word. When an already known word occurs, the compressor transmits the codeword
assigned to theword andupdates the vocabulary (seeAlgorithm1). The compressor anddecompressor
also adjust the values s and c = 2b−s according to theword distribution as the compression continues.
However, this tuning technique does not work for each block separately and so it tunes the values
regardless of the single blocks. Another evident drawback is that this technique is very unfriendly to
small files (with size lower than 1 MB).
2.3. Dynamic Lightweight End-Tagged Dense Code
Dynamic Lightweight End-Tagged Dense Code (DLETDC) proposed by Brisaboa et al. in [4], is
an adaptive dense code using the same coding schema as DETDC. Its contribution is not in the
improvement of the compression ratio but in its application possibilities in the field of digital libraries
andother textual databases. To the knowledge of the authors,DLETDC is the first adaptive compression
method with direct search capabilities, permitting direct search of the compressed text without
decompressing it. Up to now itwas usual that only semi-adaptive compressionmethodswere suitable
for direct searching on the compressed text. Imagine the classic server/client architecture. In the
situationwhen only some parts of the compressed data (e.g. containing some of the keywords) should
be presented on the client, it is necessary to send the wanted portion of the compressed data together
with the corresponding vocabulary. The problem is that the vocabulary is usually very large since it
covers a much bigger portion of the compressed data. This situation is very inconvenient especially
for the limited bandwidth between the server and the client.
DLETDC is designed exactly for these situations. The compression and decompression processes
of DLETDC are asymmetrical. During the compression the statistical model is normally updated.
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The words change their ranks according to their frequency. However, a change of rank does not
automatically mean a change of codeword. The codeword is changed only if by the change of its
rank the word also changes the length of its codeword. The authors of [4] proved that these changes
appear especially at the beginning of the compression, and later are not so frequent. The change of the
codeword is expressed by the triple ⟨Cswap, Ci, Cj⟩where Cswap is the reserved codeword and Ci and Cj
are swapped codewords.
This affords very interesting properties for the decompression process. The decompressor, unlike
the compressor, does not keep the statistical model but only the mapping of words into codewords.
Since the change of codewords during compression becomes less frequent, the decompressor almost
does not have to change the mapping of words into codewords. The decompression process is then
much faster and consists only of substituting the codewords by the words.
Direct searching on the compressed text is very simple in this manner. First the searched word
w appears in plain text form and some initial codeword Cw is assigned to it. The algorithm is then
just looking for the codeword and also a possible change of the codeword signalized by the triple
⟨Cswap, Ci, Cj⟩, where Ci = Cw or Cj = Cw .
2.4. Restricted Prefix Byte Codes
The proposal of Restricted Prefix Byte Code (RPBC) by Culpepper and Moffat in [7] extends the
idea of SCDC and adds more flexibility to the coding schema of the words. The authors argue that
codewords with maximum length of four bytes satisfy most of the compressed text portions. The
basic idea of RPBC is that the first byte of the codeword uniquely identifies the number of following
bytes. The coding schema has then four parameters (v1, v2, v3, v4) which in sequence define the
number of codewords of length one, two, three and four bytes. Two conditions must be satisfied:
v1+ v2+ v3+ v4 ≤ 256 (determining that the first byte defines the parameters) and v1+ v2×256+
v3 × 2562 + v4 × 2563 ≥ n (determining that the size of the coding space is greater than or equal to
the number of unique words n).
Another aim of the authors in [7] is to reduce the overhead when coding the input as single
message blocks. A so-called prelude is transmitted prior to the block, and it defines the parameters
(v1, v2, v3, v4) as well as the permutation of the alphabet defining the vocabulary of the code.
There are three ways proposed to express the permutation of the alphabet. The permutation can be
expressed as the bit-vectors defining the presence of the word in the block and its codeword length.
Further, the bit-vectors can be encoded as a sequence of gaps reducing the overhead when the bit-
vectors are sparse. Finally, the words are divided into the high-frequency words which are defined in
the prelude and low-frequency words for which the default codewords are used. TBDC can be seen as
RPBC with parameters (v1, v2, 0, 0). However, it comes from even more general coding schema Open
Dense Code (ODC) proposed independently in [18].
3. Open Dense Code
Let us introduce a novel concept of dense coding called Open Dense Code (ODC). ODC attempts to
cover ETDC, SCDC and other codes based on the dense coding idea. The basic motivation is to allow us
to define some formalized prescript of the codewords, which could be followed in combination with
the dense coding idea.
Definition 3. The b-ary Open Dense Code (ODC) is a couple ⟨b,G⟩, where b is the size of a block and
G = (N, T , P, S) is a grammar defining the syntax of the code. ODC assigns to the r-th most frequent
symbol (starting with r = 0) a codeword cr of k blocks, which satisfies the following conditions:
(1) cr ∈ L(G),









j=1vji, where vji is the number of combinations which can occur as a
j-th block in a codeword of length i.
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The condition number one ensures that the codeword cr is defined by the grammar G. The next
condition ensures that the code is a prefix code, which means that it is unambiguously decodable.
The last condition provides the dense coding property.
Lemma 1. ETDC and SCDC belong to the ODC family, and they are defined as follows:
b = 8;G = (N, T , P, S):
N = {Codeword},
T = {s, c},
P is defined in Table 2,
S = Codeword,
Table 2
ETDC, SCDC: set of rules P .
# Rule
1 Codeword → c Codeword
2 Codeword → s
where symbol c represents the continuer symbol, c ∈ {0, . . . , 127} for ETDC and c ∈ {0, . . . , cont−1} for
SCDC, and symbol s represents the stopper symbol, s ∈ {128, . . . , 255} for ETDC and s ∈ {cont, . . . , 255}
for SCDC.
Proof. ETDC is in fact a special case of SCDC with parameters s = c = 128. So we need to prove
the lemma only for SCDC. We need to prove that the definition of SCDC satisfies the three conditions
mentioned in Definition 3.
(1) The grammar G derives language L(G) = {cns; n ≥ 0}. SCDC codewords are defined as a sequence
of zero or more continuers terminated by one stopper. So obviously all SCDC codewords are words
of language L(G).
(2) Suppose we have two codewords X and Y , where |X | = n, |Y | = m, where n < m. X cannot be
a prefix of Y since the n-th block of X is a stopper while the n-th block of Y is a continuer and the
sets of stoppers and continuers are disjoint.
(3) Within SCDC vji = c for j < i and vji = s for i = j. The SCDC codeword composed of one block
provides s different combinations whichmeans s distinct codewords. Two block codewords cover
c × s distinct codewords and so on. Generally we can say that n blocks provide cn−1 × s different
combinations for cn−1 × s distinct codewords. The expression cn−1 × s can be written also as
Πnj=1vj, where vj = c for j < n and vj = s for j = n. Then the number of codewords covered by up




j=1vji, where vji = c for j < i and vji = s for j = i.
The assignment of the codewords is done in order by frequency (the more frequent symbol gets
the shorter codeword). Thismeans that if the r-thmost frequent symbol gets the codeword composed
of k blocks then rank r must be greater than or equal to (r starts with zero) the number of codewords
covered by up to k − 1 blocks. And it must hold also that r is lower than the number of codewords
covered by up to k blocks. Otherwise the codeword assigned to the r-th most frequent symbol could
not be k blocks long. 
4. Two Byte Dense Code
TBDC is an adaptive compressor based on the dense coding idea. The basic motivation of TBDC is to
improve the compression ratio and keep very good compression and decompression speed of all dense
compressors which is very close to character-based statistical compression methods (e.g. Huffman
code). Suppose that we compress only natural portions of the text. Then the set of unique words
occurring in a single portion is very limited. Following Heaps’ Law [13], the English version of the
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Table 3
SCDC, TBDC codewords.
Word rank Codeword assigned by SCDC Codeword assigned by TBDC
0 ⟨0010 0111⟩ ⟨0000 0000⟩
1 ⟨0010 1000⟩ ⟨0000 0001⟩
. . . . . . . . .
216 ⟨1111 1111⟩ ⟨1101 1000⟩
217 ⟨0000 0000⟩⟨0010 0111⟩ ⟨1101 1001⟩⟨0000 0000⟩
. . . . . . . . .
8679 ⟨0010 0110⟩⟨1111 1111⟩ ⟨1111 1001⟩⟨0000 1110⟩
8680 ⟨0000 0000⟩⟨0000 0000⟩⟨0010 0111⟩ ⟨1111 1001⟩⟨0000 1111⟩
. . . . . . . . .
9999 ⟨0000 0000⟩⟨0000 0110⟩⟨0001 0001⟩ ⟨1111 1111⟩⟨0011 0110⟩
Bible has size approximately 4 MB and contains only 13413 unique words. Running DETDC on any
natural language text the compressor never uses codewords with size greater than 3 bytes because
1 B, 2 B and 3 B codewords provide coding space for 128 + 1282 + 1283 = 2 113 664 unique words
which satisfies almost all natural language texts.
The facts mentioned above lead us to the idea of a code which is focused on natural portions of the
text (with size between 1 and 10 MB) and which uses only 1B and 2B codewords. This change allows
the compressor to leave marking of each block in any form (stopper, continuer as it is in DSCDC or the
highest bit of each block as it is inDETDC). Instead of that, the compressor needs tomark onlywhether
the codeword has size 1B or 2B. This means that only the first block is affected by this marking and
so the 1B and 2B codewords can cover more words and the algorithm can achieve better compression
ratio (see Example 3). On the other hand the implementation of TBDC must be donewith somepruning
technique which can prune the vocabulary in the case that the input text contains more words than
the coding space can cover.
To mark 1B or 2B codewords TBDC uses, analogously to DSCDC, the idea of stoppers and continuers.
The codewords of size 1B are composed only of one stopper and the codewords of size 2B are composed
of one continuer followed by another block inwhich any combination of bits is allowed. Using stoppers
and continuers in the first byte of the codeword ensures that TBDC is a prefix code. Suppose we have
two codewords X and Y , where |X | = 1 and |Y | = 2. The codeword X is composed of one stopper
and the codeword Y is composed of one continuer followed by another byte. This means that the
codewords X and Y differ already in the first byte and so X cannot be a prefix of Y .
Example 3. Suppose we have a text file with 10000 unique words each with some frequency fi.
Further suppose we have two Dense code schemas: SCDC and TBDC, both with parameters s = 217
and c = 256− s = 39. Notice that we compare only the code schemas, not the compressionmethods,
so we omit some conditions of the real compression, e.g. the escape symbol. The codewords assigned
to the unique words are shown in Table 3 (starting with the word with the highest frequency).
Using parameters s and c both SCDC and TBDC can adjust their code schema to the input data.
Furthermore TBDC can exploit all possible combinations in the second byte and so cover all 10 000
unique words, whereas SCDC has to use 3B codewords for the wordswi where i ∈ [8680; 9999]. Thus
in this example TBDC compared to SCDC saves
9999
i=8680 fi bytes.
Definition 4. In accordance with Definition 3 we can define TBDC as follows.
b = 8;G = (N, T , P, S):
N = {Codeword},
T = {s, c, b},
P is defined in Table 4,
S = Codeword,
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Table 4
TBDC: set of rules P .
# Rule
1 Codeword → c b
2 Codeword → s
where symbol s represents the stopper symbol, s ∈ {1, . . . , si}; symbol c represents the continuer sym-
bol, c ∈ {si + 1, . . . , 255}; symbol b represents a byte in which any combination of bits is allowed,
b ∈ {0, . . . , 255}. Symbol si represents the number of stoppers in the i-th step of compression. Simi-
larly symbol ci represents the number of continuers in the i-th step of compression. In every step i of the
compression it must hold that si + ci = 255. The codeword 0 is reserved for a special escape symbol.
Algorithm 2 Compressor main algorithm
1: function Encode(r, s) ◃ r is the rank of the encoded word and s is current number of stoppers.
2: if r < 255− s then
3: Send(r + 1);
4: else
5: r ← r − (255− s);
6: B1 ← 256− s;
7: B2 ← 0;
8: B1 ← B1 + r ÷ 256;




13: if s+ (255− s)× 256 < top[0] ∧ s > smin then
14: s ← s− 1; return s;
15: if s+ (255− s)× 256 < top[0] ∧ s = smin then
16: prune the dictionary; return s;
17: functionMain
18: s ← 255; top[0] ← 0;
19: while not EOF do
20: read wordwi from input;
21: index ← hash(wi);
22: whileword[index] ≠ wi ∧ f [index] ≠ 0 do
23: index ← index+ k;





29: word[index] ← wi;
30: f [index] ← 1;
31: posInVoc[index] ← top[0];
32: posInHT [top[0]] ← index;
33: top[0] ← top[0] + 1;
34: s ← CheckSpace(s);
From Definition 4, it is evident that the number of stoppers si can change as the compression
proceeds. We adjust the number of stoppers si to actual number of unique words in the vocabulary.
In every step i of the compression it must hold that si+ (255− si)× 256 ≥ top[0]. The data structure
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of the vocabulary is the same as in Fig. 1 and top[0] represents the number of unique words stored
in the vocabulary. Always when the previous condition is broken, the number of stoppers si must be
decremented. To avoid degradation of the coding schemawe need to state a lower bound for si. When
the compressor achieves this lower bound, the number of stoppers si is no longer decremented, but
some pruning technique is applied.
We have implemented two different pruning techniques. Least Frequently Used (LFU) is very simple
and very fast as the vocabulary is sorted by frequency but there is greater negative effect on the
compression ratio as we prune the words which were recently added and are more connected with
the actual context. This negative effect can be eliminated by the other known technique Least Recently
Used (LRU). On the other hand LRU is a little bit more time-consuming.
Algorithm2 describes the process of compression. The process of decompression is the reverse.We
can see that the Encode function has a parameter s. The parameter s (the current number of stoppers)
has at the beginning the maximal value 255 (line 18). As the compression proceeds it is necessary
to decrement the number of stoppers and increment the number of continuers to enlarge the coding
space (lines 13 and 14). To avoid degradation of the schema the compressor is aware of some lower
bound smin and needs to apply a pruning technique on the dictionary after achieving this bound (lines
15 and 16). The function UpdateDict (line 26) is defined as in Algorithm 1.
5. Self-tuning dense code
STDC is another adaptive compressor based on the dense coding idea. STDC unlike TBDC allows
codewords of arbitrary size. The code uses again the idea of stoppers and continuers like DSCDC.
Definition 5. In accordance with Definition 3, we can define STDC as follows.
b = 8;G = (N, T , P, S):
N = {Codeword},
T = {sa, ca},
P is defined in Table 5,
S = Codeword,
Table 5
STDC: set of rules P .
# Rule
1 Codeword → ca Codeword
2 Codeword → sa
where symbol sa represents the stopper symbol of the a-th block of the codeword, for a = 1 : sa ∈
{1, . . . , sai}; for a > 1 : sa ∈ {0, . . . , sai − 1}; symbol ca represents the continuer symbol, for a = 1 :
ca ∈ {sai + 1, . . . , 255}; for a > 1 : ca ∈ {sai, . . . , 255}. Symbol sai represents the number of stoppers
in block a in the i-th step of compression. Similarly symbol cai represents the number of continuers in
block a in the i-th step of compression. In every step i of the compression it must hold that, for a =
1, sai + cai = 255; for a > 1, sai + cai = 256. The codeword 0 is reserved for a special escape symbol.
In fact the only difference between STDC and DSCDC is that DSCDC sets the same number of
stoppers and continuers for all blocks, while STDC allows different number of stoppers and continuers
for different blocks. This seemingly insignificant change can bring interesting improvement in the
compression ratio. This change allows us to change the number of stoppers and continuers of single
blocks as necessary.
Suppose that in the i-th step of the compression the codeword with size k blocks is assigned to
the last word in the vocabulary. The coding space of (k− 1)-th block is tuned by a similar technique
as in TBDC. In every step i of the compression it must hold that
k
a=1 sai × Πa−1b=1 cbi ≥ top[0], where
sai represents the number of stoppers of block a in step i, cbi represents the number of continuers of
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Algorithm 3 Encode algorithm
1: function Encode(r, s, c) ◃ r is the rank of the encodedword, s is a vector storing current number
of stoppers in single blocks and c is a vector storing current number of continuers in single blocks.
2: i ← 0;
3: c ← 1;
4: b ← si;
5: while r ≥ b do
6: c ← c × ci;
7: i ← i+ 1;
8: r ← r − b;
9: b ← c × si;
10: j ← i;
11: while i ≥ 0 do
12: if i = j then
13: if i = 0 then
14: Send(1+ (r mod si));
15: else
16: Send(r mod si);
17: r ← r ÷ si;
18: else
19: if i = 0 then
20: Send(1+ si + (r mod ci));
21: else
22: Send(si + (r mod ci));
23: r ← r ÷ ci;
24: i ← i− 1;
block b in step i and finally top[0] represents the number of unique words stored in the vocabulary.
Always when the mentioned condition is broken, the number of stoppers of the (k− 1)-th block must
be decremented. Again to avoid degradation of the coding schemawe need to state some lower bound
for sk−1. After exceeding of the bound, the number of blocks of the last word in the vocabulary kmust
be incremented.
The coding space of blocks ℓ, where 0 ≤ ℓ < k − 1, is tuned independently using the tuning
technique proposed by Brisaboa et al. in [6]. For each ℓ there exists a uniqueminimum of the function
which expresses the dependency between the compression ratio and sℓ. This fact is exploited in the
tuning technique. The compressor and decompressor store the size of the encoded part of the file in
three variables: prev, curr and next. The variable curr stores the size of the encoded part of the file using
sℓ, the variable prev stores the size using sℓ−1 and the variable next stores the size using sℓ+1.When
the difference curr − prev or curr − next exceeds some threshold, sℓ is decremented or incremented
and curr, prev and next are set to zero.
The compressor’s main algorithm is basically the same as in TBDC (see Algorithm 2). The only
difference is naturally in the Encode function (see Algorithm 3) and in the tuning technique (see
Algorithm 4). The definition of the CheckSpace function is more general now. The function has as
parameters s, the current number of stoppers in single blocks, and k, the current maximal number
of blocks. The function compares the size of the coding space with the actual size of the dictionary
top[0]. When the actual coding space is not sufficient, the compressor must decrement the number
of stoppers in the (k − 1)-th block (lines 2 and 3) or take into account another block and increment
k (lines 4–6). The function TuneS is called in every iteration of the main cycle and is used to tune the
number of stoppers in blocks lower than k−1. Every block has its own variables preva, curra and nexta.
These variables store the sum of bytes needed to encode the word with different numbers of stoppers
(lines 9–11). The number of bytes needed to encode awordwith a given number of stoppers is counted
by function CountBytes. When the difference exceeds some threshold thresh, the number of stoppers
is incremented or decremented (lines 12–17) and all the variables are set to zero.
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Algorithm 4 Compressor tuning functions
1: function CheckSpace(s, k)
2: if
k
a=1 sa ×Πa−1b=1 cb < top[0] ∧ sk−1 > smin then
3: sk−1 ← sk−1 − 1;
4: if
k
a=1 sa ×Πa−1b=1 cb < top[0] ∧ sk−1 = smin then
5: sk ← sk − 1;
6: k ← k+ 1;
7: function TuneS(s, k, wi) ◃ s stores current number of stoppers in single blocks, k is current
maximal number of blocks andwi is just read word from the input.
8: for a = 0 to k− 2 do
9: preva ← preva + CountBytes(wi, sa − 1);
10: curra ← curra + CountBytes(wi, sa);
11: nexta ← nexta + CountBytes(wi, sa + 1);
12: if curra − preva > thresh then
13: sa ← sa − 1;
14: preva ← 0; curra ← 0; nexta ← 0;
15: if curra − nexta > thresh then
16: sa ← sa + 1;
17: preva ← 0; curra ← 0; nexta ← 0;
(a) Unique words. (b) s in first byte. (c) s in second byte.
Fig. 3. STDC: Evolution of various parameters as the number of words grows.
We can observe the evolution of the tuning parameters of STDC in Fig. 3, which depicts the
compression of the file gut3. The number of unique words is growing exactly according Heaps’
Law [13]. The number of stoppers in the first byte is rapidly deceasing during the first phase when
only the first two bytes are used. During the next phase the number of stoppers is oscillating about the
value 192. Similarly the number of stoppers in the second byte is constant during the first phase and
its decreasing during the second phase. However this fall is not so fast as in the previous case because
the coding space is larger and also the number of uniquewords is not growing so quickly in this phase.
6. Experiments
The test set of the compression algorithms is very diverse in order to be able to show the advantages
and the disadvantages of our implementations in comparison with other algorithms. We have chosen
both word-based and character-based, statistical and dictionary types of compression algorithms.
Table 6 provides the overview of the tested compression algorithms.
We ran the algorithms on various files with English natural language content. The tested files come
especially from standard corpuses (Calgary and Canterbury corpus) and from Project Gutenberg.1 We
1 Project Gutenberg (www.gutenberg.org) is the first and largest single collection of free electronic books.
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Table 6
Tested algorithms.
Algorithm Notation Approach Family Proposed Implemented
Huffman Coding huff cba Statistical Vitter [21] Scott [20]
LZ77 lz77 cb Dictionary Lempel and
Ziv [23]
Geelnard [12]
Arithmetic coding cac cb Statistical Moffat et al. [16] Moffat et al. [15]
GNU zip gzip cb Statistical Gailly Gailly [9]
Two byte dense code (LFU) tbdc1 wbb Statistical Our proposal Our implementation
Two byte dense code (LRU) tbdc2 wb Statistical Our proposal Our implementation
Self-tuning dense code stdc wb Statistical Our proposal Our implementation
Dynamic end-tagged dense code detdc wb Statistical Brisaboa et al. [1] Brisaboa et al. [11]
Dynamic (s, c)-dense code dscdc wb Statistical Brisaboa et al. [2] Brisaboa et al. [11]
Dynamic lightweight end-tagged dense
code
dletdc wb Statistical Brisaboa et al. [4] Brisaboa et al. [11]
Dynamic plain Huffman dph wb Statistical Brisaboa
et al. [10]





File Notation Source Size [B] # words # unique words Entropya
bible.txt canL Large Canterbury 4047389 889575 13413 8.4574
alice29.txt can1 Canterbury 148460 34040 3210 8.6816
plrabn12.txt can2 Canterbury 471161 102773 10937 9.6155
book1 cal1 Calgary 768770 175853 13497 9.3386
book2 cal2 Calgary 610855 133338 10420 9.6751
paper1 cal3 Calgary 53160 11143 2175 9.1154
paper2 cal4 Calgary 82198 17281 2669 8.8772
wrnpc11.txt gut1 Gutenberg 3217389 697342 19740 9.2460
clarissa.txt gut2 Gutenberg 5233126 1209613 22109 8.9695
all1.txt gut3 Gutenberg 12483578 2793686 38211 9.1329
all2.txt gut4 Gutenberg 19352946 4280943 58475 9.2302
all3.txt gut5 Gutenberg 28727290 6366654 70794 9.2396
all4.txt gut6 Gutenberg 48610669 10799288 96351 9.2451
a Zero-order word-based entropy.
created four larger corpora (all1.txt, all2.txt, all3.txt and all4.txt) by concatenating many files from
standard corpuses and especially from Project Gutenberg. All tested files are stated in the Table 7.
We used the spaceless word model [8] in our implementations. This means that the vocabulary is
common for alphanumeric and non-alphanumeric words. The model takes a single space as a default
separator. When an alphanumeric word is followed by a space, the compressor encodes just the
alphanumeric word. When an alphanumeric word is followed by another non-alphanumeric word
(separator), the compressor encodes both the alphanumeric word and the non-alphanumeric word.
We performed our tests on an AMD AthlonTM 64 Processor 3200+, 2518 MB RAM with Fedora
Linux and kernel version 2.6.23.15-80.fc7. We used the compiler gcc version 3.4.6 with compiler
optimization -O3.
6.1. Compression ratio
The results are summarized in Table 8. Our implementation of STDC achieved the best compression
ratio in all tested files among all dense compressors. It can adjust the coding schema to the actual
distribution of the alphabet and so achieve better compression ratio.
On small and medium files (with size lower than approximately 4 MB), STDC and both TBDC
variants achieve the same compression ratio. Both STDC and TBDC apply the same tuning technique
while they are using only the first two bytes to encode a symbol. At the moment when the size
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Table 8
Compression ratio in %.
File/Alg. huff lz77 cac gzip tbdc1 tbdc2 stdc dph detdc dscdc dletdc
canL 54.81 45.85 54.36 29.43 29.75 29.75 29.75 30.41 31.70 30.33 32.09
can1 57.02 57.97 56.70 36.14 43.00 43.00 43.00 45.67 47.92 67.69 51.08
can2 56.52 66.97 56.10 41.11 46.22 46.22 46.22 48.74 49.97 55.59 52.65
cal1 57.04 65.53 56.71 40.76 42.72 42.72 42.72 45.18 46.41 49.35 48.43
cal2 60.32 52.25 60.04 33.84 42.61 42.61 42.61 43.45 45.01 48.64 43.36
cal3 62.96 54.80 62.81 34.94 57.74 57.74 57.74 59.95 62.36 121.57 68.64
cal4 58.09 58.25 57.91 36.20 49.29 49.29 49.29 52.69 54.54 92.54 59.19
gut1 56.25 59.86 55.94 37.34 33.51 33.51 33.51 34.80 35.89 34.92 36.64
gut2 56.75 60.89 56.28 37.94 33.13 33.17 33.03 33.89 35.17 34.04 35.69
gut3 56.17 55.73 55.78 35.02 32.78 32.44 32.10 32.87 34.01 33.03 34.53
gut4 56.29 57.31 55.94 36.03 33.97 33.19 32.41 33.24 34.27 33.41 34.73
gut5 56.35 58.13 55.99 36.41 33.97 33.24 32.20 32.91 33.95 33.10 34.31
gut6 56.60 59.14 56.25 37.10 34.52 33.02 32.12 32.73 33.73 32.93 33.98
of two bytes is exceeded the algorithms apply different approaches to encode a symbol. TBDC(LFU)
and TBDC(LRU) need to use some pruning technique because their coding space is limited. TBDC(LFU)
uses the Least Frequently Used pruning technique and TBDC(LRU) uses the Least Recently Used pruning
technique. On the other hand, STDC can continue with the compression without pruning of the
vocabulary and it involves the third byte in its coding schema. Then the algorithm starts to tune the
second byte and the first byte is tuned by the technique proposed by Brisaboa et al. in [6].
When we compare all algorithms in the achieved compression ratio, we can clearly see that word-
based compression algorithms are much better. Our implementations (TBDC and STDC) are friendly
to smaller files and they achieve outstanding improvement in compression ratio in comparison with
DETDC or DSCDC when run on files like cal3, cal4, can1. DSCDC is very unfriendly to small files
and sometimes even achieves compression ratio higher than 100%. On larger files, both variants of
TBDC are not as good. Thanks to pruning of the vocabulary they loose precise information about the
alphabet distribution. On the other hand STDC achieves still better compression ratio: approximately
1% improvement in comparison with DSCDC and approximately 2% improvement in comparison with
DETDC.
6.2. Compression and decompression speed
The results of compression and decompression speed are summarized in Tables 9 and 10. The
compression speed is defined as the ratio of the size of the original file to the compression time.
Similarly the decompression speed is defined as the ratio of the size of the original file to the
decompression time. So the compression ratio of single algorithmshas no effect on the eventual speed.
We have chosen speed for the efficiency comparison sincewewanted to compare the efficiency of the
algorithm on files with different sizes.
All the tested compressors were run without previous knowledge of the number of unique words
and their frequencies in the tested files. This means that none of the tested compressors could exploit
this knowledge to optimize the compression speed.
TBDC(LFU) is the fastest algorithm among the dense compressors in the compression. It is faster
than STDC because it uses only two byte coding space and does not need to care about tuning all
bytes except the first one. It is also faster than TBDC(LRU) because the Least Frequently Used pruning
technique is faster as the vocabulary is sorted by frequency.
In decompression, the fastest algorithm of all is lz77, which is very asymmetrical. The gzip
algorithm is also very fast in decompression since it is based on the deflate algorithm that uses
a combination of lz77 and Huffman coding. DLETDC is the fastest algorithm among the dense
compressors. It namely exploits its asymmetry when the decompressor swaps the words in the
vocabulary only when they change the length of their codewords. All our implementations lag in
decompression speed when they are run on larger files.
The main advantage of all dense compressors is a very good compression ratio/compression
speed trade-off. The reason that the dense compressors are so fast is that they are byte oriented
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Table 9
Compression speed in MB/s.
File/Alg. huff lz77 cac gzip tbdc1 tbdc2 stdc dph detdc dscdc dletdc
canL 2.22 0.03 7.15 7.58 24.12 24.20 18.39 18.92 19.90 19.30 17.90
can1 2.08 0.03 7.08 6.81 22.47 22.12 17.92 3.37 2.78 2.28 2.57
can2 2.11 0.02 8.99 5.76 19.37 18.80 15.71 7.49 6.72 8.03 6.19
cal1 2.11 0.02 7.33 6.36 19.71 18.99 15.63 9.78 8.94 13.09 8.36
cal2 2.02 0.03 7.28 8.15 21.42 20.66 16.60 8.57 7.98 10.59 7.53
cal3 1.75 0.08 7.72 7.68 21.12 21.12 16.90 1.37 1.06 0.86 0.73
cal4 2.01 0.05 7.83 7.00 22.40 22.40 17.82 2.12 1.57 2.12 1.15
gut1 2.15 0.02 7.45 6.75 21.44 20.24 15.87 15.82 17.64 16.68 15.58
gut2 2.12 0.02 7.13 6.28 20.76 19.94 15.22 16.75 19.12 17.70 17.15
gut3 2.16 0.02 7.30 6.77 20.76 19.53 14.52 16.49 19.52 18.12 17.54
gut4 2.16 0.02 7.10 6.72 19.84 17.92 13.57 14.76 19.51 17.73 16.83
gut5 2.16 0.02 7.21 6.67 19.83 18.45 13.36 16.13 19.11 17.21 16.66
gut6 2.14 0.02 7.29 6.60 19.20 18.55 12.95 14.12 18.41 16.81 16.12
Table 10
Decompression speed in MB/s.
File/Alg. huff lz77 cac gzip tbdc1 tbdc2 stdc dph detdc dscdc dletdc
canL 2.59 214.44 6.23 73.38 39.67 39.63 33.39 25.74 55.95 48.26 67.65
can1 2.44 202.21 7.08 38.27 35.40 34.53 28.89 5.24 47.21 23.60 36.30
can2 2.47 172.93 6.42 51.06 29.76 28.44 25.24 11.24 40.86 34.57 44.62
cal1 2.47 178.88 6.11 55.54 31.33 30.17 26.00 12.86 45.83 31.88 46.97
cal2 2.36 208.01 5.83 55.48 31.32 32.19 27.48 13.55 48.55 25.33 49.08
cal3 1.95 253.49 7.53 20.28 29.82 28.17 26.68 2.11 50.70 – 16.90
cal4 2.31 261.30 7.83 28.00 32.66 32.66 29.03 3.14 39.20 15.68 19.61
gut1 2.49 191.77 6.23 64.06 32.13 31.74 27.89 21.76 47.95 43.22 60.06
gut2 2.49 191.95 6.24 64.81 31.95 31.46 26.27 23.32 46.65 39.61 61.59
gut3 2.51 198.42 6.14 67.76 33.11 32.27 22.46 23.81 45.62 38.41 63.09
gut4 – 196.35 6.13 66.53 31.74 30.21 21.21 22.59 43.53 36.34 61.43
gut5 – 194.29 6.12 64.89 31.50 30.42 20.14 22.08 41.83 36.29 61.77
gut6 – 191.57 6.14 64.16 29.75 29.29 19.32 21.23 40.74 34.78 61.10
and they use a very efficient dictionary data structure, which allows them to perform the update
operation in constant time. The compression ratio is so low because of the word-based approach.
Fig. 4 shows the trade-off between the compression ratio and the compression speed for the most
competitive compression algorithms which were run on the gut2 file. We can observe that all the
dense compressors showed very good trade-off while both variants of TBDC achieved the best result.
The gzip algorithm falls a little behind but on the other hand it is very fast in decompression. The
trade-off between compression ratio and decompression speed is depicted in Fig. 5. The champion
in this parameter is not clear. The dense compressors achieve better compression ratio (the best
is our algorithm STDC) but on the other hand gzip and DLETDC are significantly better in terms of
decompression speed.
Our compressors achieve approximately 1% improvement in compression ratio in comparison to
DPH while they keep the same or slightly better compression and decompression speed. When we
compare our compressors to DLETDC we can see that there is a big difference caused by the special
orientation of DLETDC. Our compressors achieve significantly better results in the compression ratio,
while DLETDC is significantly faster in decompression and moreover it allows direct searching on
the compressed data stream. The results in terms of compression speed are for our compressors and
DLETDC very similar on large files.
7. Conclusions
In this report we have described a novel concept, Open Dense Code, as a frame for the definition of
dense codes. This concept covers the existing dense codes and still allows us to define new dense code
schemas. It helped us to define two new adaptive dense compressors: TBDC and STDC. TBDC proved
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Fig. 4. Compression ratio/compression speed trade-off.
Fig. 5. Compression ratio/decompression speed trade-off.
that it is very friendly to smaller files and is able to achieve better compression ratio than the existing
dense compressors DSCDC and DETDC. STDC is in fact a variant of DSCDC which uses a special tuning
technique and so achieves better compression ratio. It is in fact an extended version of TBDC and so
it preserves all the advantages of TBDC. All our implementations proved to be excellent in terms of
compression speed but were a little worse in terms of decompression speed.
Both our compressors TBDC and STDC achieve very good trade-off between the compression ratio
and the (de)compression speed. On the other hand our dense code schemas do not permit a simple
implementation of the adaptive dense compressor with straight searching on the compressed data
stream as is the case of DETDC and its searchable variant DLETDC. However in [19] it was proved that
the semi-adaptive version of TBDC allows very efficient searching on the compressed text since the
vocabulary serves as a simple block index.
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We consider two main contributions of our work. First, the frame of Open Dense Code gives the
possibility for definition of other dense coding schemas in the same manner. Second, the theoretical
concept ofOpen Dense Codewas supported by the definition of two adaptive dense compressorswhich
showed very good trade-off between the compression ratio and the (de)compression speed. Therefore
these two compressors offer an alternative to existing adaptive dense compressors.
In our futureworkwewant to improve decompression performance of our algorithms. Further, we
want to address the problem of so-called block-wise dense compressors. With the aid of linguistics
we want to focus more on many properties of a natural language and try to exploit them in the
compression.
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